
This year’s Annual General Meeting was held in  Montreal, Quebec, and took place from May 13-15.  Described as the 
“Extended AGM Weekend,” this year’s gathering provided for one full extra day (May 13) during which  employees and 
committed volunteers from across the country could meet face-to-face and get to know one another better. 
Teambuilding
Hosted at the home of Lise and Laurent  Gagnon, this May 13 meeting included an opportunity for teambuilding and 
collective reflection, aided by a morning trustbuilding activity titled Words of Trust facilitated by Anne Hartnell (Surrey, 
B.C.) and Janyce Konkin (Calgary, Alberta). The majority of the day focused on the governance structure and the new 
management  approaches, which  will take greater form later in  the summer as Benoît  Charlebois completes his first  100 
days in his new position as Managing Director. Time was also given to  share what each person felt was a top priority  for 
the organization’s continued development. Internal communication and information knowledge/management were 
identified as two important organizational aspects on which to focus over the coming year.
From Friday evening onwards, the AGM weekend activities took  place at Villa St-Martin, a beautiful and intimate retreat 
centre that regularly hosts small groups and individuals seeking spiritual renewal in  a quiet space. The atmosphere of the 
centre complemented the Friday evening discussion, which focused on the new draft of the preamble to  the IofC 
International constitution. Members were fortunate to  have Lorne Braun (International Council member and IofC Canada 
member) in attendance to provide additional context for the conversation.
Business Meeting
The formal business meeting on Saturday afternoon included an  engaging update from several of the Regional 
Coordinators and the appointment  of the new Council of Management  comprising: Mary Adede, Tyrone Childs, Shire 
Jama, Wayne Kines, Monica Lopez, Alvin Manitopyes, and Maria Otarola. Joy Newman, having served on Council 
since 2006 and carrying the roles and responsibilities of both Chairperson and Treasurer this past year, officially  stepped 
down to thanks and well wishes from the  membership. 
A Show of Spirit

Saturday evening’s activities highlighted several partnerships and collaborations that the Quebec team, coordinated by 
Laurent  Gagnon, have nurtured over the past  year. Patrice Brodeur from the University of Montreal’s Faculty of 
Theology and the Sciences of Religions gave a rousing presentation on new approaches to collaborating between 
organizations that  seek to build peace and engage in dialogue across various divides. Johanne Hamel of Festival de la 
paix de Victoriaville elaborated on the opportunities and benefits of partnerships. Guests were also treated to the beautiful 
singing of four members of Espace Art Nature from Neuville – another organization with links to IofC in Quebec. 
After a full and eventful Saturday evening, members gathered once again on Sunday morning and were invited to partake 
in a time of spiritual reflection guided by Lise Gagnon and other contributors. This time of spiritual sharing led very 
naturally into conversations about  what  skills, talents, passions, and interests members in attendance would be ready and 
willing to  share with the organization moving forward. The AGM weekend concluded with an energized and hopeful 
spirit for the year ahead.

Mercy Okalowe, Toronto
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Laurent Gagnon introducing leaders of 
partnership and interfaith dialogue groups.

Singers from 
Espace Art Nature, Neuville.

Presentation on new approaches to 
collaboration by Patrice Brodeur.
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Cross-border teamwork
and training
During the week of May 3-7, eleven 
women and men gathered in Calgary 
for a four-day  intensive training in 
trustbuilding facilitation under the 
tutelage of Richmond, Virginia’s 
Cricket  White. The participants from 
Calgary, Edmonton, Surrey, B.C., and 
Toronto, Ontario, represented a wide 
range of experiences through local 
initiatives and/or international work 
aimed at bringing people together to 
build trust at many levels.

Everyone brought  their personal style to 
the training, participated fully, asked 
many questions and worked hard 
throughout the week. The program was 
intensive and detailed. Beginning and 
throughout each day a time of quiet  was 
implemented, tuning us in  to  what  was 
important  in each situation.  We were 
taught how to lead honest conver-
sations, create a curriculum, determine 
objectives, explore options and utilize 
effective tools for specific situations. 

The week culminated in a full-day 
workshop for the South Sudanese Civil 
Society on Saturday, May 7. 
Trustbuilding exercises were under-
taken that the South Sudanese believed 
were both meaningful and crucial in 
helping develop trust, both here in their 
17,000-strong community in  Calgary as 
well as back in the newly developing 
South Sudan nation. Participants agree 
that  more workshops need to take place 
in their community in  the upcoming 
year. IofC Calgary is ready to help in 
whatever way is needed.
This week demonstrated the value of 
teamwork across the Canadian/U.S. 
border. IofC Canada now stands poised 
to expand its capacity to deliver 
workshops across Canada.

Janyce Konkin, Calgary

A northern town
keeps our hearts warm

I moved to Fort  McMurray, Alberta, in 
September to  join  my husband, who is a 
kinesiologist, and three kids hoping we 
would be able to find work and 
integrate into the community. It was a 
total surprise that life prepared for us 
over here, once we agreed to move into 
the “unknown.”
I was able to get  a position of executive 
director with Leadership Wood Buffalo 
(www.leadershipwoodbuffalo.com) – a   
local non-profit  organization working to 
develop community  leaders and offer 
them support  and guidance in their 
endeavours.

This truly was more than I could have 
expected for myself: being able to  use 
my long experiences with  IofC and 
Caux and my masters in  leadership. 
Fort  McMurray is a fairly young 
community  and the entire infrastructure 
is still emerging. Therefore, the civil 
society and an active involvement  of 
ordinary citizens are so crucial and 
strongly encouraged by  the local public 
authorities. Being here, so far north, 
and doing my best  to  help make this 
community  a better place for families 
proved to me that the borders don’t 
count today anymore and that, 
wherever you are, there is always a 
possibility  to make a difference if there 
is enough motivation.
Missing my friends back in  Moldova 
and those made in Montreal during the 
past  year, I feel at the same time more 
useful over here now. I feel grateful that 
children can be exposed to  a 
multicultural society playing with kids 
of other races and learning that  the 
colour of the skin doesn’t  really  matter. 
It is a good preparation for the world 
they will live in. I am grateful to 
Laurent  for asking me to share with you 
our reality and convictions. 

Alexandra Tarasenco, 
Fort McMurray, Alberta

Benefit evening Victoriaville
The Imam  & the Pastor film was shown 
on April 29, as the first part  of a benefit 
event  for the Peace Festival taking 
place this coming September. After the 
film, a young Iraqi woman shared that 
she was moved by  the fact  that  the film 

Excited to face the challenges of managing Initiatives of Change Canada.
IofC Canada might  be described as appealing by an  inquisitive onlooker or mystifying by a doubtful bystander, but to a new 

Managing Director, more than anything else, it’s a complex  challenge. And that’s precisely  why I’ve accepted to  take 
on the job.

On the personal front, I’m further committing because I know I still need to face my own limits, to  listen more 
attentively to  what  the Creator has in mind for me. I feel my time has come to serve IofC Canada in this new 
capacity, because I believe my unique combination of values, skills and knowledge acquired while living and 
working around the world, linking up with people of all backgrounds can be put to good use. I’m positive this 
will help me deliver my mandate and I’m hopeful my whole network will be influenced by and will wish to 

contribute to IofC. 
On the organizational front, I believe IofC Canada has such unmet  potential to  offer that which human beings are in 

need of most: inner peace of mind. I also believe we can ignite ever more fervour in  young Canadians wishing to contribute 
positively to  the betterment  of their community in  these times of inter-generational, inter-religious and inter-cultural issues. On 
that  front, I am convinced that  IofC Canada is well positioned to provide other nations with  a uniquely “Canadian Answer” to 
tensions rooted in multicultural environments, specifically by creating a “spiritual space” where First  Nations, new immigrants 
and descendents of settlers can  dialogue peacefully. We have an historic opportunity to spread our experience-rich knowledge 
base more widely, inward and outward, by reaching out  on the web, making resources available to a wider audience. IofC 
Canada’s time has come to stage more visible events engaging the conscience and the hearts of Canadians. 
I’m very excited about the spirit  of renewal and youthful energy which is converging onto  IofC Canada and I look forward to 
collaborating ever so closely with you. 

Benoît Charlebois, Managing Director, IofC Canada

Cricket White, trustbuilding facilitation trainer.
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showed real people. “Peace is much 
better than blood. If I hurt  someone, 
I’m also hurting myself,” she said. And 
a youth educator observed, “It  is when 
we meet  the other in truth that  we can 
build lasting relationships. One needs 
to take time to  search within  oneself  for 
one’s deepest values.” An older man 
testified, with tears in his eyes, to  so 
much beauty, love and peace that  he 
found here, while witnessing such 
wonderful initiatives for humanity. 
Another added, “We can forgive, but 
not  forget. With the capacity  to forgive 
comes the gift  of remembering... 
differently.” According to  a young 
Moroccan man, “We need to learn to 
break taboos and live together with all 
our differences.”
The gathering concluded on a musical 
note with  nomadic pianist  Marc Vella, 
initiator of the Caravane amoureuse 
touring in Quebec in August. The 
concert  ended in silent ovation, 
underlining how precious this moment 
was. Hearts were touched; it  was as if 
waves of happiness were rippling out 
into the world.
Previously, on March 11, a screening of 
The Imam  &  the Pastor film  was held 
in young peace-builder Simon 
Massicotte’s high school, for the 
members of Solidarité jeunesse.  Simon 
succeeded in  his mission, since an 
attending student used the film’s heroes 
in a class presentation  to  illustrate an 
ideal of peace. 
These events are setting the scene for 
the spirit  of the Peace Festival, which 
will bring together several partners, 
including Espace Art  Nature, Neuville, 
and Initiatives of Change, Montreal, 
during the Espace Paix des Nations on 
September 24-25. 

Johanne Hamel, 
Victoriaville, Quebec

Ever-expanding Peace Circles
Wanting to expand the use of Peace 
Circles in Alberta, local Project 
Coordinator Janyce Konkin enlisted the 
help of Anne Hartnell from B.C. and 
together we explored ways to train 
Peace Circle facilitators and meet the 
needs of women who could not  commit 
to the usual six-week format  for Peace 
Circles.
The result  was us receiving coaching 
via Internet  voice and video link from 
Creators of Peace trainer Su Riddell in 
the U.K. on holding a weekend Peace 
Circle and running a Creators of  Peace 
Circle facilitators’ training session.

We then put  into practice what we had 
learned by  co-facilitating a weekend 
Peace Circle in  Edmonton on April 
8-10. One of the six women who took 
part summarized this time together as, 
“The ability  to  learn  and grow with 
other women from a variety of 
backgrounds, of different  ages and 
ethnicities, experiences and values. It 
was a tremendous and rare 
opportunity.” 
Three of the participants joined us and 
others in Calgary April 29-May 1 to 
receive training as Peace Circle 
facilitators. Seven women from Alberta 
and one from Virginia, USA, worked 
diligently through the intense learning 
process, asking questions and sharing  
experiences and personal stories. In  the 
final session, plenty of ideas were 
suggested for ongoing opportunities to 
create peace circles in Calgary and the 
province, and Janyce will be following 
up on these possibilities.

Coming “full circle” with this journey 
of exploration, we were able to  provide 
feedback from these two weekends to 
trainer Su Riddell who has used this 
input  to improve the Creators of Peace 
facilitation training manual. We are 
greatly encouraged that  Canada has 
played a part.

Anne Hartnell & Janyce Konkin

Bridge building in Nova Scotia
I was introduced to  IofC Canada by 
Laurent  Gagnon, via Howard Grace, a 
mutual friend. I had done some IofC 
work in England, and was moving my 
family to Nova Scotia and, wishing to 
continue IofC involvement, asked 
Howard if he knew of any contacts in 
the Atlantic provinces. It has been my 
good fortune that  he recommended 
Laurent, of  Montreal, as he had been  in 
the area some years before. Laurent has 
asked me to write a bit about  myself 
and the work I am doing in the Halifax 
region.
My work focuses on Diversity and 
Cross-Cultural opportunities. Our 
customs, practices, faith or belief, 

learning and developmental differ-
ences, values and expectations; all form 
the picture we present  to ourselves and 
the world. My passion is to engage with 
these pictures and to build bridges. This 
is through cross-cultural awareness, 
immigration and settlement issues, 
multi-faith  events, diversity  and equity 
courses, family relocation  sessions, 
truth and reconciliation, and more.
My England IofC involvement included 
designing a learning day  for the prison 
service based on The Imam  & the 
Pastor video. Having met  these two 
fine souls, I am excited to  be including 
the film in  an autumn multi-faith 
celebration. IofC values mirror my 
own, and I look forward to  increasingly 
merging our paths.

Paul Pickering, Halifax

12 Hours of Spirituality
On May 7  at Laval University in 
Quebec City, an amazing activity called 
the 12 Hours of Spirituality took place. 
This year’s theme was non-violence. 
The choice of theme seems especially 
important  if we take into  consideration 
what has happened and is still 
happening in the middle east and many 
parts of the world.
The event  reunited a large number of 
groups from different spiritual 
backgrounds. Each of those groups 
presented their spirituality and there 
was a question  period that  permitted the 
public to interact with  the presenters. 
During the 12 Hours there were two 
circles of dialogue and one of them was 
led by IofC members such as Paule 
Charbonneau. We also did a projection 
of the DVD The Imam  & the Pastor. I 
was really glad to see the positive 
reaction  of the people during both 
circles of dialogue and after The Imam 
& the Pastor. 
Lucie Pagé and I  were part  of the 
organizing team for this great  activity 
and I  have to acknowledge the great 
work of our team members. Also, I 
want to mention the participation  of our 
friend Geneviève Collard-Hervieux, a 
young Innu woman who came and 
presented the aboriginal spirituality. 
She did this in such  an honest  and 
authentic way  that it  touched many 
people in the audience including 
myself. I leave you with a citation that 
was in  the back of our program: “Non-
violence is a revolution. One which 
does not begin with others but  within 
ourselves.” (Lanza del Vasto)

Vanja Hodžić, Quebec City

Anne Hartnell (l) and Janyce Konkin (r) with 
participants at the Peace Circle facilitator training.



International Council meets in the UK
In April, the International Council of the IofC International 
Association met  for one week in London, hosted by IofC 
UK. It was a time to deepen our bonds as a leadership group 
and an  opportunity to grapple with issues facing IofC 
worldwide. 
When  the Council meets together, it  tries to  understand the 
local context and to  share time together with local IofC 
people. We took walks through downtown London  where the 
homeless and the affluent  co-exist, enjoyed watching a 
football match  in a crowded pub, and participated in a Sunday 
evening service at  sublime Westminster Abbey. In addition, 
we spent  a morning with the IofC UK management  team, 
exchanging information and convictions about our work. 

At  the end of the week, 
most  International Council 
members went  to  Geneva to 
meet  with  the Caux 
Foundation  and visit  the 
UN.  Nombulelo Khanyile, 
from South  Africa, and I, 
however, participated in a 
UK national fellowship 
weekend at  a small college 
four hours north of London. 

I made new friends and reconnected with  some long-time 
friends. Deep, stimulating conversations showed me how 
similar our issues can be despite being in  totally differing 
environments. I have hope for the future when I see people 
who have spent  many decades involved with IofC deep in 
conversation with young people who are intent  on making a 
difference in the world and committed to taking personal 
responsibility.

Lorne Braun, Richmond, B.C

Canadians to participate in Caux Conferences
Once again, a good number of Canadians will be using the 
summer to  learn  and serve as they  travel to  Switzerland to 
take part  in many aspects of the Caux Conferences at  IofC’s 
International Conference Centre. Several young people have 
been  accepted into the Caux Scholars Program where, 
through class sessions, sharing with fellow students and 
participating in the IofC conferences, they will learn how to 
welcome personal change in  order to  initiate a global change 
for peace. Others will attend the Caux Intern Program which 
provides training in leadership and intercultural skills. At 
Caux, Interns are exposed to IofC ideas “in action” through 
the conference programs, and by departmental work  they 
contribute to the effective functioning of the conferences in a 
spirit of hospitality and service.
Other members and IofC staff will represent  Canada on 
international committees, participate in forums, teach 
workshops and interact with delegations from other countries.
All of them go with great expectations of what they will 
learn at  the conferences and from each  other, and we look 
forward to hearing about their experiences and how they will 
apply what they have learned on  their return. Those of us 
who will not  be going to Caux this year can participate by 
praying for their safety, good health and openness to learn.

Hilary Kariotis, Editor

Initiatives of Change, Suite 402, 331 Cooper Street, Ottawa,  ON  K2P 0G5
Tel: 613 230 7197  Email: info@ca.iofc.org 

Initiatives of Change
Building trust across the world’s divides

A global network open to people of all nationalities, cultures, 
religions and beliefs who work toward change locally and 

globally, starting with change in their own lives. 

In Canada, Initiatives of Change is officially registered 
as a charitable organization under the name of 

Initiatives of Change Association (Canada). 
Contributions to its work are tax deductible. 

For more information visit:   
www.ca.iofc.org

The Canadian Newsletter is published four times a 
year by Initiatives of Change Canada. 
To subscribe: 
Email: admin@ca.iofc.org 
To submit articles:
Email: newsletter@ca.iofc.org 
To donate: 
Online at:  www.ca.iofc.org
By mail:  send cheque payable to Initiatives of Change to: 
The Treasurer,  Initiatives of Change Canada, 
Suite 402, 331 Cooper Street, Ottawa,  ON  K2P 0G5 
To receive international IofC news:
Register to receive xChange updates by going to 
www.iofc.org. On the right-hand side of the Home page, 
under Become a Site Member, select Register here and 
follow the instructions.

UPCOMING EVENTS

July 3-August 8:  Caux Conferences 2011
Initiatives of Change Conference Centre Caux, Switzerland
For information:  www.caux.iofc.org 

September 14 New Westminster, B.C: Hope in 
the Cities: Trustbuilding in our Community, a free event with 
Rob Corcoran from Richmond, Virginia.  6.30 to 8 p.m. at 
the JIBC.  RSVP to 604 528 5608 or email scsj@jibc.ca .

September 15 New Westminster, B.C: Creating 
Social Change in Communities. This course put on by the 
Justice Institute of B.C. in partnership with IofC features 
Rob Corcoran and Anjum Ali from Richmond, Virginia. 
Contact annehartnell@ca.iofc.org for information.

Lorne Braun Nombulelo Khanyile

A FINANCIAL NOTE 
To enable the continued growth of IofC initiatives and to 
support training opportunities at the Caux Conferences, 

your generous financial contributions are needed.
See below for ways to make a tax deductible donation.
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